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LIST OF PHOTOGRAPHS

Photo No.

1. SAN FRANCISCO on arrival in the United States
for repairs.

2. View from starboard quarter showing damage from
plane crash.

3. Forward superstructure from starboard side. Note
hit on 5" gun No.3 in foreground and fragment
damage to the stack.

4. Port side of forward superstructure.

5. Superstructure aft showing location of plane crash
and damage from Hit No. 42 on 5" director.

6. Close-up of damage to after 8" director housing.

7. Hit No.1 (5.5") looking outboard and to st2rboard.

8. Hits No.3 (6") and No.4 (6") looking outboard
and aft at starboard shell.

9. Fragment damage to flooding panel which caused
flooding of turret II magazines.

10. Hit No.5 showing point of entry of 14" shell into
Captain's b2th.

11. Turret II barbette at D'Jint where 14" shell (Hit Nc.
S) struck it showing" approximate path cf
projec':;i1e.

12. Turret II barbette shov tng point ':)f Lrnpac t of Ill"
projectile (Hit No.6). This dent 1s approxi
mately 1-1/2" deep in 5" S.T.S.

13. Base of projectile recovered in armory (Hit No.6).
This fragment measures ab'Jut 12-1/2" across the
base, and was apparently mushroomed by impact
with a barbette (Photo No. 12).

14. Conning tower showing Loc a t t on of hit No.7 (8").

15. Close-pp of damage from Hit No.7.

16. Hits No.8 (5") and No.9 (5") on the port side
of the navigating bridge. Hit No.9 extends
about 1-1/2 Ft. belcw the deck level.

17. Port side of signal bridge looking inboard and aft
and shOWing fragment damage from Hit No.9.

18. Hit No. 10 (6") ahovLng hole in 20 lb. S.T.S.
splinter shield and splinter holes in starboard
(10 lb. S.T.S.) bulkhead of 1.1 clipping room.

19. Hit No. 11 (5") on port 1.1 gun looking outboard.
This mount was apparently trained forward at
the time of the hit.



photo No.-
20. Hit No. 12 (5~") looking inboard at the starboard

bulkhead of the chart house and showing damage to
the circula~ing water cooler for the starboard
1.1 mount.

21. Hits No. 14 (6") and No 15 (5.5") looking outboard
at starboard shell.

22. Fragment damage from Hits No. 14 and No. 15.

23. After end of nav. bridge shawing Hits 16 (6"),
17 (6") and 18 (5 l' ) •

24. After end of nay. bridge looking to starboard and
showing Hits 17, 18, 19 (5"), and 20 (5"). Hit
No. 19 apparently exploded after passing through
the mast, and Hit No. 20 apparently passed on out
the port wing of the bridge without exploding (see
Photo No.4).

25. Admiral's cabin looking aft and shOWing path of Hit
No. 21 (5"). Note single entry point and two exit
holes with minor fragment damage.

26. Hit No. 22 (6") shOWing damage inside the Captain's
office.

27.

~Qcu.

29.

30.

Hit No. 23 (6") on starboard side of galley.

Hit No. 24 (6") shOWing hole through two thicknesses
of 35 lb. S.T.S.

Hit No. 25 (6") shOWing hole through two thicknesses
of 35 lb. S.T.S.

Hit No. 26 (6") shawing damage to 5" armor belt.

31. Hit No. 28 (6") on splinter shield of 5" gun No. III.
The gun was trained around so that the heavily
damaged platform in the foreground was directly
opposite the hole in the splinter shield (Photo
No.3). .

32. Showing Hits No. 29 (6") and No. 30 (6"). Note the
extensive fragment damage from Hit No. 30.

33. Hit No. 31 (8") looking outboard at starboard shell
which consists of two layers of 30 lb. S.T.S.

34. Hit No. 32 (8") looking outboard
(two layers of 30 lb. S.T.S.).
mangle cylinder below the hole
blown in it.

at the port shell
The 1" thick

had a large hole

35. Hits No. 36 (5~") and No. 37 (5~") showing extensive
fragment effect on light plating.



Photo

36. Hit No. 39 (8"). This projectile struck just below
the top of the armor belt seen in the photograph.

37. Hit No 40 (5") looking outboard to starboard.

38. Hit No. 41 (8 ) looking aft on top of battle II.
Note large fragment holes in 30 lb. 5" director
trunk.

39. Hit No. In (8'1) taken immediately below Photo No. 37
and showing more fragment holes in 5" director
trunk.

40. After 5" AA director screen showing effect of Hit
No. 42 (5").

41. Hit Ns. 43 (8") ahovI ng effect on 25 lb. S.T.S.
splinter shield and the after port 1.1 gun mount.

42. Hit No. 44 (8"). Note rejection of most fragments
by 25 lb. S.T.S. splinter shield.

43. Hit No. 45 (8~) looking gt port shell plating. This
hit (probably a ricochet) exploded just before
hitting the ship.

SECTION I

NARRATIVE

1. U.S.S. SAN FRANCISCO was covering landing operations
on Guadalcanal on 12 November 1942 when attacked by Japanese
torpedo planes. The covering force, including the SAN FRANCISCO,
got under~ay in order to execute evasive maneuvers. During the
3ubsequent engagement, at 1415, a Japanese torpedo plane started
an approach off the starboard quarter. This plane was taken
under fire by the McCAULEY and set afire. It jettisoned its
torpedo prior to the release point and then crashed against
SAN FRA~CISCOls after control station and fell into the water
on the port side. The resulting fire destroyed the after
control station, damaged battle II, and caused the loss of
about thirty-five officers and men who were manning these sta
tions. The loss of the personnel, in addition to the damage to
the after 8" director, was particularly serious in the action
Which followed that night.

2. Landing operations were halted on the evening of the
12th and all ships withdrew from the area. Combatant units were
reassembled and returned to the area during the evening. About
midnight, SAN FRANCISCO, in company with one heavy cruiser,
three light cruisers, and eight destroyers entered Lengo Channel.
The force speed was 18 knots. The sky was ov er-cas t , the moon
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had set, and the night was dark. Visibility was fair to good
and the wind was about 10 kn~ts from the southeast. A slight
sea was running. SAN FRANCISCO's planes had been sent t~

Tulagi, all inflammables removed from exposed stations, and the
vessel was ready in all respects f~r night action.

3. At 0125 an enemy force was disc~vered ab~ut 27,000
yards to the northwest. After acti~n was finished and up t~

the present time the best estimates of the strength and distri
bution of the enemy force are that it comprised four main
groups with one considerably to the north of the other three.
At the start of the engagement the existence of the n~rthern

group was suspected. The presence of this group was actually
not verified until after the engagement. The enemy1s forces
were probably distributed 2S shown on Plate I. It will be
~oted that the left f~rce consisted of 1 CA, 2 CLs, and 2 or 3
DDs; t~e center force consisted ~f 2 BBs (KONGO class), I CA,
and 3 DDs; the right force consisted of 1 CL (NATORI class),
~ith 3 cr 4 DDs; and the north force consisted of I BB with 3
DDs. Thus, a total of 3 battleships, 2 heavy cruisers, 3 light
cruisers, and 11 or 12 destroyers were present. The ab~ve esti
mates check fairly well with the distribution ~f the numerous
hits made on SAN FRANCISCO as described in this report.

~. wnen the JapRnese we~e discovered, the U.S. f:rce ~as

~n course 280~. The latter turned northwest, then north, and
then again northwest. ~he right hand group of the ene~y was
first engaged as shown on PIe. te I. The SAN FR.4NCISCO fought
t~e enemy ~rom 0148 to 0222 at ranges varying between 1,000 and
8,000 yards with the ma50rity of salvos being fired at somewhat
less than 5,000 yards range. The Japanese were apparently inter
cepted just prior to bombarding Guadalcan~l in~smuch as they
used Jnly bombardment ammunition during the action. M~ny torpe
does were fired by the Japanese but none hit SAN FRANCISCO.

5. At 0148 SAN FRANCISCO commenced firing on ~n enemy
8rulser, then on the starb8ard beam and a member of the
Japanese risht group, with e. range of 3,700 y~rds. Fire was
maintained on this target until orders were received to cease
fire. At 0151 fire ve.s reopened on e. small enemy cruiser (or
large destroyer) on the starboard bow at a range of 3,300 yards.
This target was probebly also in the right group. At this time
an enemy battleship was sighted bearing about 30 0 relative and
fire was in~ediately shifted to it using an initial range of
2,200 ysrds. This was probably the leading battleship of the
center group. Two main battery salvos were fired. This target
was sls: ~JQer ~i~e st cl~se ~ange from ~u~the~ un~t ~f the U.S.
force. Ro fire was returned by the battleship. Orders were
then received to cease firing. At 0200 SAN FR4NCISCO resumed
firins at an enemy battleship, probably the second battleship
of ~he center group, on t~e starb~ard bow. ~t about the sa~e

time t.ne SPJI FR.t..NCISCO was te"l:en under fire by an enemy cruiser
on her starboard side and a destroyer which had crossed her bow
and was passin; down her port side. At this time SAN FR4NCISCO
was making 17 l~ots. Shortly after 0200 SAN FRANCISCO was under
enemy fire from three d:_rec~ioi:ls. The port 5" battery ensa~ed

the destroyer but was p~t out of action except for gun No. b.
The starboe.rd 5" bat':::'. "ES put out of action -:Jy the first Qr
second salvo which ~:~ from the battleship on the starboard side.
At the time of the2e latter hits SAlJ FRANCISCO was swinging left.
The main batter~ continued firing on the battleship as long as
it could bear.
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6. The sequence of events fram this paint until the end
~= the e~g~gement is uncertain. Meny hits were received from
~~~h the b2~tleship 2nd cruiser on the st2rb~ard side and several
fr~m the destroyer on the port side before the latter was put cut:= action. All officers on the navigation bridge except the
~::mnunicat Lon cf::'icer '",ere e1 ther killed or badly wounded by
~he3e hits. Steering 9nd engine control were lost and were
31-::-:~ted to battle II. Almost Lmmedd a t e Ly battle II was put out
:f action by a direct hit from the port side (No. 41, Plate II)
~nd control was again lost. In the meantime, control had been
e3~ablished i~ the conning tower by the communication officer
~hen it was fou~d that this station was still operative. Shortly
tLereafter _' a shell hit the top of the conning tower from the
3~arbcard side (Eit No.7, Plate II) and steering and engine
c :;D'::rol were again temporarily lost. This was due to the fact
L~at power was deliberately cut to this station folloWing the
h~':: because it was uncertai~ how much damEge had been done.
The circuits were found to be in good order, however, and
power was restored. During the interval, conning was continued
by giving orders to central station over the IJV phones. By
this time all exterior communications (TBS, radio, search
lights, blinker guns, and fighting lights) were out of com
TIiss10n and it was impossible to communicate with other ships
.... P the force.

7. It is apparent that SN~ FRANCISCO was in between two
~rGups of Japanese ships, probably the center and left groups
r~ndicated on Plate I) and that heavy fire was being received
from both sides. She was also apparently under fire from the
northern group as indicated by the angle of fall of Hit No.5
(l~"). By 0300 the action had dwindled to sporadic firing by
beth the Japanese and the U.S. force. The SAN FRANCISCO had
lest all contact with the other vessels of the U.S. force. No
:ll~iDation was evailable and identification of surface vesse~

w~s impossible. As the enemy's fire ceased, SAN FRANCISCO also
ceased fire and withdrew to the east through Sealark Channel.

SECTION II

Su~~RY OF DAMAGE

8. During the engagement outlined above, SAN FRANCISCO
s':3-::.ainede.pproximately 45 sepsr3.te hits, p Lu s numerous small
~2shine gun or fragment hits. The most extensive damage was
Flppe.rently done by the secondary (6") battery of the second
battleship in the center group. One 14" hit was made by this
battleship and one was appe.rently made by the battleship in the
n~rthern group, its angle of fall being about 130 from about
120 0 relative. The caliber of these two shells was determined
by ~ragments recovered. Several hits made on the port side
(?:-ates II and III) indicated shells heavier than 6" and these
were probably from the heavy cruiser shown in the left group.
The destroyer which passed_ down the port side probably made a
few 5 ,. hits and some small caliber hits with automatic weapons.
JUdging from the performance of our own projectiles against
various weights of plating, and from the disposition and arma
ment of the forces involved, it is estimated that 10 hits were
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8", 15 were 6", 5 were 5t", and 13 were 5" in addition to the
two 14" hits mentioned above. Structural damage from these
hits, though extensive, was fortunately not of a serious nature.
It would undoubtedly have been more severe if it were not for
the fact that special bombardment ammunition was used as stated
in paragraph 4. No A.P. or H.E. major caliber hits were re
ceived so far as can be determined. Miner caliber hits were
apparently common projectiles with both instantaneous and
delayed fuses.

9. About 22 different fires were started during the
engagement. All of these fires were brought under control
qUickly by prompt action of fire fighting ~arties. Fires were
started in the folloWing 10catirDs as indicated on Plate III:

Paint Locker
Sail Locker
A-206-L
Communication Platform
Captain's Cabin
A-I09-L
Wardroom
A-III-L
Chart House
Signal Bridge
Half Deck under Signal

Bridge

Officers' Galley
Captain's Office
Drill Gun Platform
Hangar
Battle II
Auxiliary Signal Station
C.P.O. Quarters (1.1"

Clipping Room, Port)
Armory
Navigator's Office
Athletic Gear Locker
Laundry

10. The most important ~aterial damage to SAN FP~J~SISCO

was to electrical wiring circuits. Damage to electrical cir
CUits serVing the forward and after superstructures necessi
tated complete cutting off of power to these areas, rendering
inoperative the main battery director aft and steering and
engine control for-ward. Electrical control to turret II was
rendered inoperative by flooding of magazines. Electrical
circuits in turret I were not damaged and were used thr2ughout
the engagement. They were, however, later rendered ino~erative

when water see~ed into the connection boxes. Numerous branch
circuits tr~oughout the ship were severed but ~ower feeders
generally were intacG.

11. No hits were received below the waterline and only
tr~ee as low as the second deck, two of these being on the
armor belt. Several compartments were flooded, however, by
a fragment from Hit No.3 (see Plates II and III) which
shorted a magazine fl'Joding switchboard and caused the S"
powder magaZines and handling room for turret II to flood. J0e
to confusion at the time and loss of co~~unication, flooding
of these magazines was not secured until they were com~letely

flooded to the overhead. Some water i'looded ttrough venti-
La tion ducts up to the second deck between bu Lkhea d s 23 and
48-1/2 where water was 3 ft. deep (Ref. (a)). Five-inch
magazine A-417-M was inadvertently flooded to a depth of sbout
3 ft, but flooding was 2top~ed in time to allov its 1.:S8. Some
further flooding was caused en the second deck by water shipped
through holes made by Hits No.4, 31, 32 and 39 and on the
third deck by Hit No. h5. This flooding ranged from 3 ft. to
10 inches deep.
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12. Personnel casualties were heavy. During the night
action a total of approximately 189 casualties in killed,
seriously wounded, and missing were suffered. These casualties
included the Admiral and his staff who were killed early in the
action and the Captain and Executive Officer who died shortly
a:ter. Men manning secondary battery and anti-aircraft s~aticns

suffered especially due to the fragmentation of shells. Pre
v~~usly, thirty-five trained control personnel had been l~st

because of the plane crash.

13. Although SAN FRfu~CISCO suffered heavy personnel
cssualties and extensive, though not vital, material damage
as described above, she continued in the battle to its conclu
sion. Two of her three turrets remained in operation. Five
inch AA guns No.3, 4, and 5 were put out of action by damage
f~om hits during the engagement. The other five guns, however,
~9re operable although personnel casualties prevented their
immediate use. All means of exterior communication were out of
commission. Some difficulty was experienced in the operation
of the after engine room due to heat as discussed in paragraph
66, but the main machinery plant itself was undamaged.

SECTION III

STRUCTURAL DAMAGE

PART I

PLANE CRASH

Photos 2, 5, and 6

14. The plane which crashed in flames on the afternoon of
November 12 struck the after 8" director platform from the star
board quarter and bounced off, crashing in the water on the
port side. In passage it struck the after starboard corner of
the 20 lb. S.T.S. splinter shield around the machine gun plat
form and bowed it forward as shown in Photo No.5. The after
starboard 20mm gun was badly damaged, the after port corner of
the director housing was crushed and torn apart, and the two
port 20mm guns and stands were torn loose and demolished. The
for~ard port section of the splinter shield was torn loose
vhere the plane went over the side. Controls of the smoke
screen generator were sheared off. The subsequent fire, and
vater damage from fire fighting, damaged all instruments and
equipment in the 8" director and after fire control station.
Some instruments in battle II were also damaged by fire but
battle II as such was largely back in operation by nightfall.

PART II

GUNFIRE

Note: Hits sustained in this engagement are numbered
for convenience from forward aft without regard to
time, size, or source. It must be remembered that the
sizes of these hits, except for Nos. 5 and 6, are all



estimated. These estimates are made from what is
known of the disposition and caliber of guns firing
on SAN FRANCISCO and from the effects Qf the shells
as compared with the performance of our own shells
on light plating. Electrical damage, which was
extensive to top~ide circuits, is treated in a separate
section.

Hit No. 1

Photo No.7

15. This hit was probably a 5.5 inch projectile which
struck about 3 ft. below the upper deck on the starboard bow
~t frame 2-1/2. It apparently exploded on impact, tearing a
2 foot hole in the shell which is 10.2 lb. mild steel. Upper
deck plating between frames 2 and 4 and the hatch between
frames 3 and 4 were holed and buckled. Fragments penetrated
bulkhead No.4 in numerous places and passed out through the
port shell in three places. A fire was started in the paint
locker, compartment A-I02-A, where a small quantity of paint in
buckets caught fire, but it was quickly extinguished.

Hit No.2

16. This projectile hit at frame 10 starboard at the
point where the shell and upper deck plating connect. The
shell exploded on impact tearing out a 5 ft. x 10 ft. section
of the shell strake and a 5 ft. x 6 ft. section of the upper
deck plating between frames 9 and 12. Considerable buckling
occurred in adjacent plating and in bulkhead No.9. Sections
of frames and beams No. 10 and No. 11 were shot away and buckled.
Fragments spread in a general direction aft and to port riddl
ing p~rtition bulkheads of the warrant officer1s washroom and
doing considerable damage to piping and other equipment be
tween bulkheads 9 and 15. The liquidometer gauge for the
starboard gas tank was broken by a fragment. Explosion and
fragments started a fire in the sail locker.

17. The course of the fragments from this hit indicates
that it came from about 055 0 relative. It is estimated to
have been an 8" projectile from the heavy cruiser in the center
group.

Hits Nos. 3 and 4

Photos 8 and 9

18. These are estimated to have been 6" projectiles.
They hit between frames 31 and 32 on the starboard side be
tween the main and second decks. They exploded on impact,
tearing out holes roughly 28"x3l" and 24"x26" in the 17.5 lb.
mild steel shell plating. Sections of frame 32 and main deck
longitudinals were torn away and all interior bulkheads,
furniture, and equipment between frames 29 and 36 were demo
lished or riddled by fragments. A fire was started in A-206-L.
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19. A fragment from one of these hits penetrated the
forward fl~od and sprinkling control panel in A-206-AL and
caused a short circuit. This caused turret No. II handling
room and the th1'ee adjacent 8" magazines to be floaded and
sprinkled as discussed in paragraph 11.

Hit Nc. 5

Photos 10 and 11

20. A 14" special bambardment projectile hit be tv e en
f~ames 36 and 37 on the starboard side at the point where the
~~per deck and starboard shell connect. This projectile ripped
~hraugh upper deck plating and tore out a hole in the starboard
bulkhead of the Captain's bath, continuing on until it struck
barbette No. II where it was deflected aft and upwarc, cemolish
ing the after bulkhead of the Captain's bath and splintering
the communication platform in two places between fra~es 38 and
45. It was deflected dawnward by the co~munication platform
and passed through the after bulkhead of the Captain's state
roam, apparently exploding in the Captain's cabin whe~e frag
ments and blast did considerable damage and a fi~e ~';0,3 s t ar-t eo .
A good deal of damage was done in wardroom-stateroom No. III
directly below the point of impact on the uppe~ deck and a fire
was started in ~-109-L.

21. This prajectile was apparently traveling upward
about 100 when it hit the barbette. It tore a long path
through the deck plating from the paint of impact at the sice
as shown on Plate III, and it is probable that this deflected
it upward. The characteristics of the projectile itself are
discussed in paragraph 63.

Hit No.6

Photos 12 and 13

22. A projectile similar to Hit No.5 struck at frame 41
at the connecting point of the starboard bulkhead af the deck
house and the communication platform. This projectile appar
ently had an angle of fall of about 130 (corresponding to about
17,000 yds. for our 14" guns, full charge) indicating that it
came from a battleship at considerable range bearing abaut 120 0

relative. The projectile tore out a section of the communi
cation platform and the starboard bulkhead of the Captain's
stateroom, passed th1'ough the stateroom and struck the barbette
of turret No. II about 3 ft. below the communication platform.
It made a dent about 14" in diameter and 1-1/2" deep in the 5"
Class ITB" barbette armor and was reported to have opened the
keyed butt between the after section and the forward starboard
section of the barbette armor. The base of the projectile
passed downward and aft through the bag room and Admiral's
pantry, through the upper deck plating into the wardroom, and
through tne main deck plating on the port side at frame 47.
It was finally stopped on the second deck where it buckled the
after bulkhead in the armory at frame 48-1/2. Considerable
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damage to equipment, furniture, ventilation trunks, and par
titions was done along this path. Fires were started in the
wardroom and in the armory. It is not apparent from the
evidence at hand where this projectile exploded or broke up.
Photo No. 13 shows a portion of the base which was recovered.

Hit No.7

Photos 14 and 15

23. The projectile which struck the top of the conning
tower (paragraph 6) is estimated to have been an 8" hit from
the heavy cruiser in the center group. It exploded, blew out
a section of the deck in the pilot house and ruptured the
girder between the conning tower and bulkhead 49 under the
navigation bridge. Blast and possibly fragments demolished
two sections of the signal bridge windows. Two large fragments
penetrated the forward bulkhead of flag plot. Blast, fragments,
and the subsequent fire from this hit damaged all equipment
and instruments in the pilot house and put this station out of
action.

Hits Nos. 8 and 9

Photos ~6 and 17

24. Two hits were made on the port side at the naVigating
bridge level, one just above the navigating bridge deck and the
other right at the deck level. It seems probable that these
were both 5~ projectiles from the destroyer which crossed SAN
FRANCISCO's bow and passed down the port side. Thes~ projec
tiles exploded on contact with the 10 lb. mild steel windscreen.
The after hole was considerably larger than the forward hole
extending about 1-1/2 ft. above and below the deck level.
Fragments spreading inboard penetrated the port bulkhead of the
chart house and doors to chart and pilot house. The water
cooling tank for the port 1.1 gun was damaged. Fragments
spreading below the naVigating bridge deck penetrated and
damaged lockers, doors and the bulkheads of flag plot and the
Captain's emergency stateroom. All equipment and fixtures on
the port side of the navigating bridge and signal bridge were
badly damaged as a result of these two r~ts.

Hit No. 10

Photo No. 18

25. This projectile s~ruck the 20 lb. S.T.S. splinter
shield a~ound the batt~e look-out and machine gun pla~f8~m at
frame 50 on the sta~board side. It is estimated to have been a
6" shell and it exploded on impact tearing a 2 ft.x3 ft. hole.
Fragments penetrated the machine gun platform and the outboard
(10 lb. S.T.S.) and inboard bulkheads of the starboard 20mm
clipping room. Equipment and fixtures on the bulkheads were
damaged by fragments.

- 8 -
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Hit No. 11

Photo No. 19

26. On the sa~e level as Hit No. 10 but on the po~t si~e,

the forward 1.1 gun was hit directly by a shell estimated to be
a 5" projectile from the enemy de s t r-oyer- pr8':i'Jusly men t l cn ed .
The gun was apparently trained forward at the time and the
projectile struck it on top from the port quarter, cutting the
sight yoke, breaking one barrel and bending the others as
shown in Photo No. 19. It seems to have deflected inboard
and exploded shortly after impact with the gun. Fragments
riddled the outboard and inboard bulkheads and equipment in
the port 1.1 clipping room.

Hit No. 12

Photo No. 20

27. A large section of the s t ar-board bulkhead of the chart
heuse was torn away by a hit which exploded on impact and rup
tured the cooling coil tubing and piping for the starboard 1.1
machine gun. Fragments blown into the chart room riddled the
interior bulkheads, damaged furniture and equipment, and started
2 ~ire. Echo sound instruments, wind direction and velocity
indicator, and the latitude and longitude indicator yere
damaged. It is estimated that this was a 5-1/2" projectile.

Hit No. 13

Photo No.3

28 ..;n estimated 6" projectile s t r-uck the splinter .3nieli
of no. 1-5" ;\...4 gun at frame 52 s tar-board . The pr-o j ec t Ll.e ex
ploded en impact tearing out a 3 ft. diameter hole in the 25 lb.
S.T.S. plating. Fragments penetrated the b'Joby hatch and
2tTJ:r.1unition h'Jist at frame 52, the res.dy service l'Jcker at frsme
~7, and gouged the w'J'Jden deck 'In the c'J$~unication platform.

Hits Nos. 14 and 15

Photos 21 and 22

29. Tw'J projectiles exploded on impact with the shell
abreast wardroom stateroom 119. One (estimated 6") exploded
at frame 52, and the other (estimated 5.5") exp18ded between
frames 52 and 53. Compartment bulkheads and the wardro'Jm
refrigerator were completely demolished, .and fragments riddled
the bulkheads of adjoining staterooms and the exhaust ventila
tion trunk from the evaporator room. A fire was started by
these hits.
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Hit No. 16

Photos 3 and 23

30. A 6" projectile exploded on impact with the after
girder supporting the navigating bridge at frame 52 starboard
tearing out a section of coaming. Fragments riddled the star
board bulkhead of the Admiral's emergency cabin between the
signal and navigating bridges. The port flag bag, equipment,
and fixtures in the vicinity of this hit were badly damaged by
fragments, and a fire was started.

Hit No. 17

Photos 3, 23, and 24

31. Another hit, also estimated to be a 6" projectile,
struck just above Hit No. 16 at the level of the navigating
bridge and tore out a 2 ft.x 3 ft. hole in the after windshield
and a section of the navigating bridge plating. Fragments
damaged all equipment in the vicinity of this hit including
the starboard pelorus and Captain's target designator.

Hit No. 18

Photos 3, 23, and 24

32. A projectile estimated to be 5" struck the starboard
side of the navigating bridge extending aft at frame 54,
blowing out a section of the windshield and foremast. Fragments
from this hit pierced the port windshield, piping stanchions,
S.C. radar antenna and the 1.1 ammunition hoist.

Hit No. 19

Photo No. 24

33. Another projectile pierced the foremast tearing a
hole through the mast about 2 ft. below the battle look-out
platform. This is estimated to have been a 5" projectile and
apparently it exploded after passing through the foremast.
Fragments penetrated the port 1.1 gun cable box and the machine
gun and battle look-out platform above. Fragments damaged
other equipment and fixtures under the battle look-out platform
and on the port side of the navigating bridge deck.
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Hit No. 20

Ph~tos 3, 4, end 24

34. Another projectile, e s t i.ma te d tel be 5", s t r-uc k the
after extension of the navigating bridge jU3t ab~ve the deck
2.t frame 55 s t.ar-b oar-d . It penetrated the \l~ndshield. tel'S CU-::;

a section of the brass navigatins bridge decl: and ripped thr~ugh

the hatch c camt ng ar-ound the ladder to the sign2.1 briG;';s 081:"'1:
This apparently did not expl:de, but paSSEG en thrcugh and cut
the port side of the navigatin~ bridge ~ust fcrwerd of end
beloW the 24" se8rch light (Photc; NeJ. 4)

Hit rIo. 21

Photo No. 25

35. A pr0,jectile,estlmated to be 5", hit at frace 52.
starboard just above the upper deck. It pierced one corner
':if' the ready service locker of 5" fd,. gun No.3. c ont Lnued
through the exhaust blower trunk from the evaporatelrs, throush
tee af' t er inboard corner of the Executive O=~ficer's st::tsr'1o:::,
bounced off the deck at about frame 52, through the washroo~

at frame 50, the forward inboard corner of the Chjef of Staff's
at.e t ero cn , and out thr'Jt:.9h the port buLkhead of the Adrnir8.1's
cabin at about frame 47 \Photo No.25). Apparently the pro
jectile was broken in two or had a law-order detonation inside
the Admiral's cabin for there were two large holes and scme
frsS2e~t hales where it passed aut, bt:.t c~ly ene hole whe~e

1: entered. Considerable da8age to equipment and fixturss
re3ulted along the path of this pr~jectile,

Hi t No. 22

Photos 3 and 26

36. An estimated 6" projectile struck at frame 55 star
beard above the communication platform. This projectile ap
parently exploded just inside the starboard bulkhead of~he

Captain's office (5 lb. plate). The forward and after bulk
heads of this compartment were bulged outward and badly dis
t')rted and the after 10 lb. bulkhee.d of the blower intake to
N~. I fire'room was ruptured. All fixtures and equipment in
the office were demolished and a fire was started in the papers
and records. Photo No. 26 indicates that paint did not burn
in this compartment.

Hit No. 23

Photo No. 27

37. Another 6" shell struck the starboard bulkhead of
the officers' galley directly below Hit No. 22 and it also
apparently exploded just inside the bulkhead. The starboard
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blower intake to No. I fire room was ruptured here as well as
by Hit No. 22 above and all equipment and fixtures in the
galley were demolished. Some fragments passed out the port
bulkhead of this compartment. This hit also started a fire.

Hit No. 24

Photo No. 28

38. This hit struck between frames 55 and 56 on the
starboard side 3-1/2 ft. above the second deck. The projec
tile apparently exploded on impact blowing a 16" hole through
two thicknesses of 35 lb. S.T.S. shell plating. Frame 55 was
buckled, the interior of the ~thletic gear lockers was damaged
by fragments, and a fire was started. From the weight of
plating involved and the size of the hole, it is estimated
that this was a 6" projectile.

Hit No. 25

Photo No. 29

39. This hit produced very much the same results as
Hit No. 24 and it is also estimated to have been a 6" pr-c jec 
tile. It struck just below the main deck at frame 57 star
board and exploded on impact blowing cut a 6" hole through two
thicknesses of 35 lb. S.T.S. plating and the lower main deck
stringer angle. Frame 57 was buckled and torn loose and con
siderable fragment damage was done in the NaVigator's office
and library. A fire was started in the NaVigator's office.

Hit No. 26

Photo No. 30

40. Another projectile, probably 6" and possibly in the
same salvo as Hits 24 and 25, hit about 12" below the second
deck and made an indentation in the 5" S.T.S. armor belt
apprOXimately 4" in d.iameter and 1" deep. The effect of this
hit is shown in Photo No. 30.

Hit No. 27

Photo No.4

41. On the port side the 25 lb. S.T.S. splinter shield
of 5" P...A gun No.4 was struck at frame 61, probably by a 5"
shell. The projectile exploded on impact blOWing a hole in
the splinter shield. The trimmed hole is shown in Photo No.4.
One large fragment penetrated the after section of the splinter
shield and others, including some deflected by the splinter
shield, pierced No. I stack and upper deck bulkheads of the
search light tower. Some fragment damage was done to the
gun mount.
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Hit No. 28

Photos 3 and 31

42. On the starboard side the 25 lb. S.T.S. splinter
shield of 5" .VI. gun No. 3 was struck by a shell which blew
out a large hole and put the gun out of commission by fragment
damage, some of which is shown in Photo No. 31. Fragments
from this hit also penetrated No. I stack and the upper deck
bulkheads. This is estimated to have been 2. 6" projectile.

Hit No. 29

Photo N:J. 32

43. A hit was also ffi2.de on the drill gun platform at
frame 65. The projectile hit the ready service locker and
carried away the ladder to the search light tower. The forward
p:Jrt and starboard legs and brackets of the search light tower
were badly riddled by fragments and a fire was started. This
was possibly a 6" projectile.

Hit No. 30

Photo No. 32

411. A direct hit was made on the sight bracket of 5"
AA gun No.5 at frame 67 starboard as shown in Photo No. 32.
The-projectile exploded en impact doing considerable damage to
the gun mount. Fragments pierced upper deck plating, air in
takes to fire room No. II, and bulkheads on the upper deck
under the search light tower as shown in the photograph. This
is estimated to have been a 6" projectile.

Hit No. 31

Photo No. 33

45. Another hit similar to Fits 24 and 25 was ffi2.de be
tween frames 70 and 71 on the starboard side 3 ft. above the
second deck. This projectile blew a 36"x16" hole through two
thicknesses of 30 lb. S.T.S. shell plating. Web frame 70 and
frame 71 were torn loose and frame 71 was badly bent. Frag
ments penetrated and damaged a 14" lathe in the machine shop
just inside the point of impact and other equipment and fix
tures in the compartment were damaged by fragments. This
w&s probably an 8" projectile.
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Hit No. 32

Photo No. 34

46. On the port side at frame 71, 3 ft. above th~ second
deck, another hit was made with approximately the same results
as Hit No. 31. The projectile blew an 18" h'Jle through two
thicknesses of 30 lb. S.T.S. and a section of frame 71, and
penetrated a 1" thick mangle cylinder in the laundry. The
shell was buckled inboard considerably and frame 71 torn apart
and buckled. Bulkheads and equipment in the laundry were
damaged by fragments and a fire was started. This was probably
an 8" projectile from the heavy cruisers in the left group.

Hit No. 33

47. Also on the port side, a hit was made between
frames 74 and 75, 15" above the main deck. This projectile
exploded on impact blowing a 20" irregular hole through two
thicknesses of 30 lb. S.T.S. shell plating. The main deck
bounding angle and frame 75 were buckled. Fragments were
absorbed by supplies stowed in the ship's service locker and
no fragment damage was done to surrounding structures. This
performance is strikingly similar t'J Hit Ko. 32. The pro
jectile was probably also an 8" projectile, possibly in the
same salvo.

Hit No. 34

48. The starboard 26 ft. motor whale boat suffered a
direct hit at frame 83 and was completely demolished. Frag
ments spread to the port side, gouging a hole in the quarter
deck and damaging the port motor whale boat and lockers on
the upper deck. The forward side of the starboard catapult
tower was heaVily penetrated by fragments. This was probably
a 5 11 projectile.

Hit No. 35

49. The upper part of the starboard catapult tower was
struck at frame 87, probably by a 5" projectile, It struck
the edge of the airport on the outboard side and exploded in
the photographic compartment blOWing a large hole on the in
board side of the tower and rupturing the upper part of the
supply ventilation trunk to the forward engine room. Equipment
and fixtures in the photographic compartment were wrecked.
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Hits Nos. 36 and 37

Photo No. 35

~c. Two hits were made on the after engine room venti
lation supply trunk at fra~e 95. It is estimated that both
~f these were 5~" projectiles. One exploded on impact with
the forward side of the trunk and the other apparently pene
trated the starboard side and exploded inside. Fragments from
these two projectiles riddled the inboard side of the trunk,
penetrated the hangar door and some passed out through the
port side of the hangar. Supply ventilation to the after
engine room was stopped and a small fire was started in the
h3ngar.

Hit No. 38

51. The exhaust trunk from the after engine room at
frame 9S port was struck by a projectile which apparently
exnloded en impact with the blower metor, tearing a large hole
in the trunk and demolishing the blower. Fragments did con
siderable damage to the trunk and W.T. doors. This was pro
bab Iy a 5" projectile from the destroyer previously mentioned.

Hit No. 39

Photo No. 36

52. A second hit (see Hit No. 26) was made on the armor
:elt at frane 98 on the port side. This projectile struck
e.t the second deck level, exploded on impe.ct, and made an 8"
wide by 2" deep dish in the top of the armor belt, pulling it
loose from the shell. It blew an 18 11 x 18" hole through the
30 lb. S.T.S. shell plating just above the armor, the second
deck stringer angle, and the lower part of frame No. 98.
?ragments and blast demolished the peacoat locker and riddled
the access trunk to the after engine room. The top of fuel oil
tank C-930-F was opened by pulled rivets in the stringer angle
(Photo No. 36 - see paragre.ph 65). This is estimated to have
been an 8~ projectile from the heavy cruiser in the left hand
group.

Hit No. 40

Photo No. 37

53. The starboard boat and airplane crane was hit on the
outboard side above the hangar deck at frame 101 by a projec
tile from slightly abaft the starboard beam. The explosion and
fragments demolished the control panels and wiring for hoisting
and rotating motors. About 1/3 of the machinery housing was
blown away. This is estimated to have been a 5" projectile.
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Hit No. 41

Photos 38 and 39

54. On the port side another projectile, probably 8"
from the left hand group of ships, struck the overhead of
battle II at frame 109, exploded, and tore a 3 ft.x4 ft. h~le.

The 30 lb. S.T.S. armored tube to the 5" director was pene
trated by fragments in five places. The distance from the point
of explosion to the armored tube is approximately 6 ft. Some
fragments also penetrated to the after fire control station.
Fragments and a fire started by the hit wrecked all instruments
and equipment in battle II not previously damaged by the fire
from the plane crash. This included gyro-repeaters, rudder
angle indicators, engine revolution transmitter, own ships
course repeater, engine order transmitter, compensating coil,
and degaussing control panel.

Hit No. 42

Photos 5 and 40

55. The 5 1t AA director was struck at frame 110 probably
by a 5" projectile from the destroyer. This projectile entered
the forward port corner of the housing and passed out the after
starhoard corner. It apparently exploded before passing out
as is evident from Photo No. 40.

Hit No. 43

Photo No. 41

56. The?5 lb. S.T.S. splinter shield around the after
port 1.1 machine gun was struck at frame 133 above the main
deck on the port side. This was probably another 8" projectile.
It exploded on impact blOWing out a 4 ft.x5 ft. section of the
splinter shield. Fragments penetrated the gun mount and the
after section of the splinter shield. The starboard 1.1 mount
and splinter shield were also damaged by fragments from this
projectile.

Hit No. 1.;.4

Photos 42 and 43

57. Another projectile probably 8", struck the port edge
of the main deck at frame 131. The projectile exploded at the
point where the shell plating and main deck connect, blOWing
out a small section of the main deck stringer and starboard
sheer strake and cutting waterway angles and deck planking.
The 25 lb. S.T.S. splinter shield around 1.1 gun No.4 was
dented and dished considerably: Some of the fragments pene
trated, but as shown in the photographs, most of them were
rejected. Fragments from this hit started a fire in the 1.1
clipping room immediately below it and a~nunition kept exploding
here until the fire was put out.
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Hit No. 45

Photo No. 43

58. Another projectile, prQbably an 8" shell in the
same salvo as Hits 43 and 44, struck the ship at the second
deck level frame 136 on the port side. This projectile was
~pparently a ricochet which exploded just prior to hitting
the ship, as the damage consisted of a series of fragment holes
just above and below the second deck. Shell plating was
buckled inward above and below the deck for an area of 6 ft.
x 8 ft. Fragments in the CPO quarters riddled the ventilati~n
ducts, lockers and equipment throughout the compartment, and
started a fire. Frame 136 and deck longitudinals in compart
~ent D-311-A bel~w the CPO quarters were buckled and penetrated
by fragments. Flooding of this compartment through the frag
illent holes damaged provisions and equipment. The circulating
water pump motor was da~ged by salt water.

Miscellaneous Hits

59. Numerous small-caliber machine gun or fragment hits
occurred at various places over the ship. This includes
three hits on the after main battery director can~py (20 lb.
S.T.S.) which did not penetrate. Other hits from small pro
jectiles were located as-follows; through the mainmast yard
and shroud of the gaff outrigger, three holes in the starboard
shell at frame 12 second deck, at frame 28 second deck and at
frame 36 second deck, both on the port side, and at frame 3C
at the main deck on the starboard side. There was also evi
~en~e of machine gun hits on the port wing of the navigating
bridge. It is probable that most of these machine gun hits
~ere made by the destroyer which passed down the pert side c~

SA] FRANCISCO,

SECTION IV

ELECTRICAL D~~GE

60. As previously stated, damage to electrical circuits
was the most extensive and the m~st serious material damage
done. A list of this damage follows:

Plane Crash - Badly damaged all wiring in the vicinity of
the after main battery director. This damage was primarily
due to fire. Most instruments in this area were considered
salvageable.

Hits Nos. 1 & 2 - Severed degaussing and lighting cables.

Hits Nos. 3 & 4 - Damaged "An calls, lighting and radio broad
cast circuits by fragments and fire. Flood
ing of the magazines due to these hits
damaged all electrical equipment andwirlng
in the flooded compartments.
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Hit No. I)

Hit No. 6

- Severed and blew away degaussing, lighting
and telephone cables.

- Telephone and lighting cables in the Captain's
cabin and lighting cables in the wardroom and
the armory were severed.

Hit No.7 - Practically all circuits in the pilot h8use
~ere put out of commission. Steering selsyn
cable to the bridge, rudder angle indicator,
auxiliary rudder angle indicator, telephane
to the bridge, "E" calls between signal and
navigating bridge, navigating lights, anchor
lights, compass call boxes, whistle circuits,
inter-radio communication, and sound powered
telephone circuits were damaged and blown away.

Hits Nos. 8 & 9-Sound powered telephone in the Captain's
emergency stateroom, lighting and whistle cir
cuits were cut.

Hit No. 10 - - Starboard 1.1 director circuit and lighting
circuits in the clipping room were cut.

Hit No. 11 - - Lighting, 20mm "cease firing", smoke telegraph
transmitter leads, 1.1 cirCUlating water pump
power circuits, and recognition light circuits
were severed.

Hit No. 12 - - Lighting circuits, degaussing control panel,
HK" circuits and instruments, ship's service
telephone, sound powered telephone, HE" calls,
gyro alarm, and gyro repeater circuits were
damaged by fragments.

Hits Nos.14 & 15- Radio broadcast, "A" calls, lighting, minor
power leads, and speaKer system cables were
cut by fragments and damaged by fire.

Hits Nos.16,17,18 & 19 - Lighting circuits, nA" ca.lls, "E"
calls, 24" search light cables, and sound
powered telephone lines were cut. Remote
control, GM-4 circuit, port 1.1 gun circula
ting water pump contrOller, and "cease firing"
circuits to the 1.1 gun were damaged by frag
ments.

Hit No. 21 - - Lighting, "An calls, and radio broadcast cir
cuits in the executive officers' stateroom
were severed.

Hit No. 22 - - Telephone and lighting circuits were cut.

Hit No. 23 - - Lighting circuits, power circuits for ranges
and blower in the officers' galley, and general
alarm gang cable and bell were damaged by
fragments and fire.

Hit No. 27 - - A few cables on No. IV gun received minor
damage from fragments.
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Hit No. 28 - - P~actica:ly all wiring on Ro. 3 gun was cut
and blown away.

Hit No. 29 - - Ca.bles to all four 36 11 search lights were cut.

Hit No. 31 - - Degaussing ca.bles were damaged and power cables
to lathe were cut.

Hit No. 32 - - Degaussing and pawer circuits in the laundry
were cut and various cables were damaged by
salt water.

Hit No. 35 - - Ecuipment and fixtures in the photographic
compartment were wrecked.

Hit No. 39 - - Degaussing cables were cut and blown away.

Hit No. 40 - - Control panels and wiring for hoisting and
rotating motors on the starboard boat and
airplane crane were demolished.

Hit No. 41 - - This hit effectively put battle II, out of
commission in very much the same manner as
Hit No.7 rendered the navigating bridge
useless. All instruments including the com
pensating coil and degaussing control panel
were damaged by fragments and fire. Practi
cally all cable in the director trunk was
severed by fragments.

Hit No. 43 - - !!Cease firing!! and telephone cables under the
main deck were cut by fragments.

Hit No. 44 - - Degaussing cables were cut and damaged.

Hit No. 45 - - Degaussing cable under the second deck was
cut a.nd water seeDed into the cable from
flooding. .

61. From the above listed damage it is apparent that
lighting, degaussing, trAil calls, radio broadcast, and telephone
systems suffered particularly from the numerous hits. Nineteen
different hits, for example, were specifically mentioned as
cutting lighting circuits, and nine different hits as cutting
degaussing cables. Approximately forty different kind~ of
circuits are listed as haVing been damaged, ranging in impor
~ance from anchor lights to director cables and communication
lines between bridges and engineering spaces.

SECTION V

DISCUSSION

62. Very little information 1s available at this time
regarding the damage control measures taken to control the
fires and flooding. The fact that there were twenty-two or
more fires and that these were successfully extinguished speaks
for itself. It is understood that at the time of the engage
ment SAN FRANCISCO had completed about sixty percent of the
paint removal program but that no particular trouble was ex
perienced from paint except for a small quantity of liquid
paint in the paint locker. Here a fire was started by Hit No.1.



This fire was quickly extinguished. The absence of planes,
dope, and other inflammables in the hangar area undoubtedly
prevented serious trouble there. The fact that fire mains
were intact and the engineering plant continued in full
operation was probably the most effective contributing factor
in qUick control of the fires.

63. The nature of the fourteen inch projectiles which
struck the SAN FRANCISCO is of interest in connection with the
fires. Reference (c) reports that fragments recovered from
hits five and six indicated projectiles slightly larger than
fourteen inches. They were of incendiary type with a heavy
base and thin (3/8") 'Jalls. The cavity was apparently filled
'Jith an explosive charge and a large number of small (3" xlII)
safety-fused incendiary cylinders filled with powdered aluminum
and magnesium. Apparently the explosive charge detonates,
sets safety fuses afire, and scatters incendiary cylinders over
a wide area. This started fires in many inaccessible places.
There was no evidence of a base plug, and it is probable that
the projectile had a nose fuse with a fuse adapter for nose
loading. The 5" S.T.S. barbette armor defeated them easily.
It ~as fcrtunate for SAN FRANCISCO that neither of these shells
was armor piercing.

64. The fact that there were no hits below the water line
bes been mentioned previously. This was probably due both to
the short range and consequent tendency of the shells to rico
chet and to the use of bombardment ammunition which would
explode on impact with the water. It is interesting to note
that the mean point of impact is about 30 feet above the water
line, at the level of the communication platform. It is esti
mated that not more than 500 tons of water,including that in
the flooded magazines. were taken aboard. Probably the most
serious difficUlty arising from the flooding was loss of
stability due to free surface created by water shipped through
Hits No. h, 31, 32, 39 and 45 as mentioned in paragraph ten,
and water from fire fig~ting.

65. Flooding from Hit No. 39 in the crews' mess, C-204-L,
was about 3ftdeep with a small quantity of oil due to the ~pen

ing of the wing fuel oil tank as described in paragraph 52.
The hole was plugged, and water above the level of the hatch
coaming was allowed to drain down the hatch into the after
engine room and was pumped overboard from the engine room
bilges. The remainder of ~he water in tb1s compartment was
handled by portable pumps and buckets. Other flooding (see
paragraph 11) ~as handled in very much the same manner, as
much as possible of the water on the second deck being run into
the fireroom bilges; and the remainder being removed by portable
pumps and buckets. Although in this particular case the ship
appears to have retained sufficient positive stability for safe
operation, flooding of this kind in a cruiser might easily
cause a critical loss of stability due to free surface and the
high location of the added weight. The damage control measures
taken were sound, and similar measures should always be
attempted under such circumstances.
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66. Hit No. 38 stopped the exh~ust blower to the ~fter

engine room, and hits 36 and 37 Dut the supnly blowers out ~f

commission. This caused consider2ble difficulty with heat in
the Rfter engine room. It w~3 kept in op3r~tion, however, by
frequent changes in the w2t~h and brief visits t~ t~e ensine
raorn for inspectl~n ~f g~uge3. The ~perl~ting per~Qnne~ ~~re

?lenty c~ c18th~ng f~r he2t in=u~2ti~n. Tecp0r2~Y rep~~~3 t:
enable partial ventilation Lmpr c ve d th:'.s c orid ; tic:n s cmevha t ,

67. It is interestins to note that tL8 connins tower
en SA~ FRANCISCO oerformed as desi~ned. It suffered cne
direct hit (pr')b2bl~y 8"), but maintained a topside st,-"tLm
from which the ship could be conned when all otter topside
stati~ns had been put cut of action. It is imp~rtant t: n~te

that personnel were stationed in the conning tower at the
time of the hit. Apparently this hit did not incapacitate
these persons for the performance 'Jf their duties as conning
was continued from tr-is 3tati~~ despite the hit.

te. The perfcrTI2nce 2~ this sh:p in sustaining a~d

successfully combating such extensive damage is gratifying
to say the least. Perscn~el casualties~ as previ~usly

mentioned, were heavy and the success ~f her damage c~ntr~l

measures indicates thorough preparation both in material
readiness and training of personnel. Official recognition
has been taken of the successful han~llng of this ship under
extremely difficult conditions.
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